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Sala d’art Jove is a Government of Catalonia programme to promote emerging art which 

implements a series of experimental processes to interrelate artistic practice, work with youth, 

art education and cultural mediation. It is based on a network model which articulates different 

projects with a variety of cultural and educational organisations and institutions, facilitating the 

dissemination of the work processes in the social milieu.

The project emerged in 2006 through a reconsideration of an exhibition space that had been 

operating since 1984. Based on this new conception of the purpose of Sala d’Art Jove, an 

environment for artistic experimentation and inquiry was created which pursues training dynamics 

targeted at creators, students and a broad audience. The purpose is therefore to work on artistic 

practice in a holistic, qualitative way, not only as a space to promote young artists but also 

more importantly as a space that provides resources for training, fosters professionalisation and 

guarantees the social transfer of the works of young creators. One could view Sala d’Art Jove 

as a programme spanning the frontiers of education and the professional sector in the visual 

arts. Since 2006, Sala d’Art Jove has hosted more than 300 artists, thus becoming a benchmark 

in the promotion, training and professionalisation of emerging art in both Catalonia and Spain

The management team of Sala d’Art Jove is made up of oriol Fontdevila, curator, writer and 

researcher specialising in artistic practices and education; txuma Sánchez, visual artist and 

Fine Arts professor at the University of Barcelona specialised in publishing projects; lara Fluxà, 

visual artist; and Marta vilardell, culture expert at the Catalan Youth Agency.

The work of Sala d’Art Jove has been recognised by the 2011 City of Barcelona Prize for the 
visual arts (Barcelona City Council); the 2010 Grand laus Prize in the category of Public 

Administration Communication, along with the design studio Bisdixit (ADG-FAD); and the 2008 

alternative Spaces Prize from the Catalan association of art Critics.
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La Sala d’art Jove is arranged around an annual public call for proposals targeted at creators 

and researchers under the age of 30 living in Catalonia. It includes the categories of projects in 

creation, research, publishing, action, intervention in nature and the landscape, and intervention 

in museums and the cultural heritage. It also offers mediation fellowships for curators, educators 

and managers under the age of 35, divided into the categories of education and mediation 

in residence. Furthermore, Sala d’Art Jove provides exchange scholarships with international 

centres associated with training artists and including them in specialised contexts.

Currently there is an annual average of 20 unpublished projects coproduced with a variety of 

benchmark museums and art centres in Catalonia, the majority of which belong to the Network 

of Visual Arts Centres and Spaces of Catalonia.

The research projects are coproduced with MaCBa, Contemporary art Museum of Barcelona; 

the education projects with aCviC, Contemporary arts Centre of vic; the publishing projects 

with the la Panera art Centre in Lleida; and the intervention projects in specific settings with 

MNaC, National art museum of Catalonia, and lo Pati, the art Centres of terres de l’ebre. 

Currently, the international exchange scholarships are carried out in conjunction with HiSK, 
Higher institute of Fine arts, in Ghent, Belgium. The artistic creation projects are developed 

with the support of Hangar, visual arts Production and research Centre in Barcelona.

Through the Art Jove call for proposals, every year a new working team is assembled where artists 

and mediators develop the design of the Sala d’Art Jove’s schedule of exhibitions and activities.

Sala d’Art Jove is viewed as a learning space based on collaborative, self-training processes, 

where the processes of mediation and production can be rethought in an experimental way. It 

strives to be a permeable, adaptable programme which is moulded according to the projects 

produced and is attentive to the needs of young creators.

Sala d’Art Jove also places a special emphasis on the issue of art education by conducting 

projects that help consider artistic practice from different contexts and in relation to different 

groups. As a reflection of this mission, Sala d’Art Jove works with the University of Barcelona, 

several secondary and artistic baccalaureate schools, art schools (Llotja, EINA, Massana, etc.) 

and independent associations and projects.

art Jove calls for proposals
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The exhibitions at Sala d’Art Jove seek to share the projects being carried out by the creators 

chosen in the Art Jove call for proposals. They are the outcome of collaborations and the work 

performed together with the group of mediators during the tutorial processes. The working 

dynamic at Sala d’Art Jove means that the chosen artists join group work processes with the 

goal of benefiting their own training, generating a space suitable for creating projects and 

meeting the needs related to the dissemination and production of the exhibition.

The exhibitions are therefore planned as something that benefits the training of the same agents 

that produce them, while also striving to articulate experimental mediation processes with a 

variety of visitors and audiences. Generating meaningful processes that produce knowledge 

and learning is at the core of the dynamics created with Sala d’Art Jove exhibitions.

exhibitions
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Sala d’Art Jove has a schedule of activities which shares the visual arts projects that use more 

flexible formats involving interaction with the public. Likewise, activities are held in relation 

to the exhibitions and creation projects which can complement them, thus intensifying their 

very processes.

We often strive to engage in partnerships with other organisations to conduct the activities, 

which can be held in different locations. Just like with the exhibitions, the activities also tend 

to be planned within the framework of group work among the agents involved.

activities
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Education in relation to the practice of art is one of the factors that is fostered the most with the 

work done by Sala d’Art Jove. Education is viewed as a space where partnerships among agents 

with a diverse variety of profiles can be generated as the collective production of knowledge 

and experimentation.

Sala d’Art Jove facilitates the development of experimental educational projects through its 

annual call for proposals, in addition to producing specific projects with which it generates 

partnerships between cultural producers and artists and educators, schools and youth from 

a variety of backgrounds. In recent years, a network of partnerships has taken shape, which 

particularly includes different secondary schools, art schools and universities.

This category in the Art Jove call for proposals is conducted in conjunction with aCviC, 
Contemporary arts Centre.

 

education
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Research is an essential part of artistic practice. Sala d’Art Jove devotes a category in the annual 

call for proposals to promoting research projects related to the visual arts, and by doing so it 

also seeks to support methodological and procedural experimentation.

Even though research is traditionally envisioned as a step prior to starting a creation project, the 

framework created by the Art Jove call for proposals is viewed more as a chance to generate 

processes involving the production and dissemination of experimental knowledge. Thus, it seeks 

to dissolve the division between theory and practice to instead test processes that are geared 

towards generating exchanges between different fields of knowledge and cultural sectors..

This category in the annual call for proposals is offered in conjunction with MaCBa, Contemporary 
art Museum of Barcelona.

 

research
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Sala d’Art Jove’s publications reflect these different goals and follow different editorial lines. 

They all strive to articulate these supports with experimental approaches and work processes.

On the one hand are publications related to the exhibitions held. These publications are useful in 

disseminating contents, while they also tend to facilitate the development of graphic approaches 

or specific narratives. On the other hand are the projects carried out within the publication 

category in the Art Jove call for proposals, which have given rise to a line of artistic publications. 

Co-publishing processes have been established with other organisations, and numerous design 

studios have also gotten involved. Currently, this avenue of work is performed in conjunction 

with la Panera art Centre.

The annual Art Jove catalogue has also promoted alterations in the narratives and representations 

commonly used in this format. The goal has been for these catalogues to become a platform for 

engaging in reflections and articulating collective evaluation processes on the work processes 

and projects that are carried out in each exhibition season.

 

 

 

Publications
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One of the cornerstones of Sala d’Art Jove is developing a collaborative network with art centres 

around the land. This network of relations makes it possible to disseminate the proposals of 

the Sala d’Art Jove artists, allowing for research and experimentation projects focused on 

regional frameworks and specific contexts, which in turn open up processes of interrelations 

and exchanges with the sites where they are located. At the same time, these processes are 

a chance to increase the sites where art resonates, as well as its decentralised dissemination. 

The intervention projects in the Art Jove call for proposals are conducted in conjunction with 

MNaC in the category of artistic intervention in museums and the cultural heritage; and with 

lo Pati, art Centre of terres de l’ebre in the category of intervention projects in nature and 

the landscape.

 

interventions
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Sala d’Art Jove develops a line of exchanges with international centres involved in training artists 

and including them in specialised contexts. This category of exchanges is based on a training 

and production programme which includes studio visits, workshops and public presentations. 

The centres with which these exchanges take place also strive to put the artists in touch with 

other production and training centres around Europe.

The internationalisation and training of artists and their empowerment in mediation processes, 

collaborative and educational work has become one of the most important avenues that Sala 

d’Art Jove seeks to promote.

The category of exchanges in the Art Jove call for proposals is conducted in conjunction with 

HiSK, Higher institute of Fine arts, in Ghent, Belgium, and allows artists to join their post-

academic training programme.

exchanges
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information

Sala d’art Jove
Directorate General of Youth

C. Calàbria 147

08015 Barcelona

artjove.tsf@gencat.cat

www.saladartjove.cat

facebook.com/saladartjove

twitter: @saladartjove

Marta vilardell
93 483 83 61

mvilardella@gencat.cat

Managemment team:

oriol Fontdevila
oriolfontdevila@saladartjove.cat

txuma Sánchez
txumasanchez@saladartjove.cat

lara Fluxà
larafluxa@saladartjove.cat

With the collaboration of:
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